
 

 
 

What happened to the Church  of Scientology after 
1981? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While reading this, THINK FOR YOURSELF!  Do not just accept this without 
researching it yourself.  
 
The scientology technology works, but what about it inside the church?  
 
It has been a long and arduous search for the truth.  It will reveal some shocking and 
relieving information.  The information has been cross checked many times on different 
independent sources keeping LRH materials leading in its true form to make sure of its 
correct content.  
 
 
There are no confidential materials enclosed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Prefix 
 
Ever wondered while reading LRH materials and comparing that to present time that something is 
wrong? 
 
For example the sky-high prices, the push for stats, the mismatch between the real world and the 
stats seen on events, the bridge stop at OT8, the 2nd dynamic stop in the Sea Org, the termination 
of some books and texts (like ‘Dianetics Today’) 
 
Or questions like who is CST (Church of spiritual technology), that became the top of scientology 
in 1982, controlling RTC and everything below that?   
 
Why did LRH disappear in 1981 and Mary Sue, his wife, and 8 other top executives got thrown in 
jail, and why did thousands of scientologists leave the church after this?  
 
Who is the RON’S Org and the Free Zone that CST and RTC is trying so hard to hide and fight? 
 
What is going on with these implant stations on and around earth Ron talked about and who is 
controlling them now and do they know about us scientologists? 
 
Where is Ron now and is he still in contact with some of us here on earth? 
 
Who exactly are the SP’s Ron talked about in RJ67? 
 
Here you will find the answers! 
 
To give a complete understanding we will start out with the history and role of earth and go on 
from there. 
 
Some references: 
 
LRH: 

Whole track lectures 
R&D 10, 11, 12, LRH 
Teegeeack, (book written after 1981) / CBR / Mayo 
Sector 9, (book written after 1981) / CBR / Mayo 
RJ67 
Phoenix lectures of 1952 
Technical bulletin VII, mars implant 
PCD lectures 
L rundown info tapes 
History of man 
Money tapes 

 
Other sources: 

sc-i-r-s-ology 
Free zone and the Ron’s Org 
Pastpresentfuture  
BIS 
DARPA 
MJ12 
HASI 
Many books found on the http://www.hiddenmysteries.com/ site 



Earth used to be a wildlife area for almost as long as the planet exists.  People across the galaxy 
traveled to earth in their holiday to explore nature.  There were lots of jungles, dinosaurs and 
other life found there.  The galactic name of earth used to be and still is Teegeeack.  Teegeeack is 
located on the top rim of sector 9, galaxy 1 (Milky Way, which has 25 sectors as seen below). 
 

 
 
The galactic confederacy is located inside Sector 0, which purpose is to check all 25 sectors if 
they obey to the laws set forth in this galaxy. In sector 9 there were 76 inhabited planets owned 
by the old galactic confederation. Some of these planets are already found by earth technology. 
7 of those 76 planets are owned by the marcabians in various systems, which are all controlled by 
the Marcabian Grand Council, located on the home planet of Marcab (around star Mizar, inside 
the Big Dipper, sector 9. The markab star is not related to this). Marcabians used to be called the 
5th invader force.  These 7 planets are police controlled and you will find lots of mind control 
there.  The marcabians also interact with a race from andromeda galaxy, the oldest galaxy in this 
universe (galaxy 0).  These guys are called andromedans or simply the grey’s (used to be called 
the 4th invader force) due to their skin color (some time ago on Teegeeack these grey’s tried to 
convince humans that they were a mixture of humans / reptiles that came through evolution, later 
they said they were from the planet Betelgeuze (sector 9) and finally they convinced that they are 
from Andromeda galaxy).  Here is a sketch of them: 

 
 

About 75 million years ago, there was an overpopulation “problem” amongst these 76 planets.  
They had on the average over 150 billion people per planet.  The choice was made by Xenu, a top 
ranking officer in the marcab confederacy, to make an end to this.  This was accomplished by 
sending most of the people to Teegeeack on a false purpose.  He then nuked Teegeeack, killing 
everything alive and then implanted these thetans hanging around.  The details of this incident 
and the solution is disclosed in the OT 3 materials.  Some information can already be found in the 
lectures given in phoenix in 1952. 
Some commanders of the galactic confederacy, among other Elron Elray (body name L. Ron 
Hubbard) found this out and tried to stop it.  This had failed.  Since that time most of these 76 
planets have been left behind as a desert.   



The galactic confederation held a council meeting on planet Pearl (on top of sector 0, Milky 
Way).  Gathered all information on the incident and traced Xenu and sentenced him to 
confinement on some distant planet.  This entrapment was good for about 70 million years. 
The council also decided to make Teegeeack a restricted zone, meaning a no fly / contact zone.  
This was done because of all the radiation surrounding the planet (this layer of radiation has been 
found by scientists not to long ago, dating it back to 70 million years).   
After the radiation settled down, missions were sent out to bring back life.  This was done in 
Africa.  After life had spread all over the planet again, the council decided to put in different races 
of bodies on Teegeeack to help out these implanted thetans still hanging around about 1 million 
years ago.  Different body races because these implanted beings came from 76 different planets / 
races.  (That is why in auditing the GE, you will find yourself suddenly on a different planet 
instead of following the evolution here on earth) 
The Marcabians saw these new developments as an opportunity to use Teegeeack as a prison 
planet for their outlaws.  These outlaws were given complete amnesia, thetan wise, and have been 
exported to Teegeeack.  To prevent these outlaws from coming back, the marcabians made 
several implant stations in and around Teegeeack.   
On Mars they made a huge implant station with millions of bodies in pawn.  They used the 
technology of the old Arsclycus civilization, which started with these multiple body / mind 
control.  What is basically done is a thetan is being trapped in a body who is then to believe that 
he is that body.  Then the implanters will impose heavy pain and hypnotism on him and tell him 
he has to pick up a body over at Teegeeack (they even tell him how) and report back when that 
body dies and forget the rest.  Then he is send to Teegeeack in some sort of ice-cube (because a 
thetan thinks he can be trapped in it) and goes on living in some body.  Once the body dies, the 
thetan wakes up in this body in pawn over at Mars and the implanters will repeat the sequence.  
Now if this does not work Mars has another trap that is a very high frequency beam that looks 
like a purple tunnel that can capture and trap free thetans.  (Sometimes seen by people 
experiencing a near death experience)   Now this implant is said to be done in 66 days and only 
done on the more strong thetans.  There are also many other stations that work on amnesia alone.   
The following image is the current situation on and around earth.  Most of the individual bases 
can be found in the appendix.  As an example of the more familiar ones; Groom Lake, Nevada 
(area 51) / Dulce Base, New Mexico / Pine Gap, Australia / Los Alamos, California.  Many of 
them all cross connected with underground tunnels. 
 

 



Venus has an old abandoned implant base.  Phobos, a moon around mars, is one big Marcab base, 
however not involved in this game here on earth.  The earth moon (has not always been around 
earth, as it originates from the Marcabians, been moved to Maldek in our solar system and then to 
earth) has multiple huge operational bases under the ground and is metallic from the inside. These 
bases are in contact with Pine Gap, Area Cape Farvel and Diego Garcia Island on earth.   
 
Teegeeack became a big mess from this point on, filled with brainwashed criminals. 
This mess was noted by the galactic patrol and relayed back to the galactic council.  
The council decided to send volunteers out to Teegeeack to clean up the place, about 10.000 years 
ago.  However, the council did not know of the presence of the marcabians at that time. 
One of the beings who volunteered was Elron Elray (LRH).  They got stationed over on Venus.  
They tried to help out these homo sapiens by giving them spiritual technology.  But in the 
process, they were loosing crew somehow.  The normal procedure was to take a body and help 
out and report back.  But some never reported back.  After investigation, they found the marcab 
implant stations in full operation.  This became a huge war around 6000 years ago, most of it 
taking place in space and on Mars.  This was easily won by the galactic confederation volunteers.  
Part of the war took place in Egypt where they found the marcabians and the grey’s operating, 
using the pyramids as a telepathy antenna to communicate to their home planets. Most of Egypt 
was wiped out after the war.  
Around this time Elron Elray crashed with a spaceship into one of Teegeeacks mountains and was 
trapped on the planet.  One of the later bodies he occupied was Buddha.   
By this time Teegeeack became known as Earth by locals.  Earth was under less control from the 
marcabians after this war, leaving the marcabians on Mars immobile, but still operating.  Earth 
was still used as a dumping ground for criminals.  Around 250 years ago, a new goal arose among 
the marcabians, which was to make Earth their 8th planet.  Their goal was to make the planet 
100% police controlled with a 1 world bank and no cash flow, so that they can control anyone, by 
controlling their finances.  The grey’s help them out with mind control to ensure this goal is 
accomplished.  They are the ones that are creating this medical chip, that suppose to monitor your 
health, but besides that it has an hidden function of mind control (such as a tepaphone, or Tesla 
ramifications).   
 
Below an actual picture of a T-implant found in somebody’s hand. 
 

       
 
A one world government is part of the plan (that explains the Bush administration now). 
As said before, the marcabians work together with these grey’s.  Xenu (race Marcab who was free 
again), body name Adam Weishaupt about 250 years ago on earth, was founder of the illuminati 
and entered into contact with these grey’s and they settled in south America. Their symbol is a 
black triangle on a red background (used in the Pentagon and other secret bases). The illuminati 
symbol, also used in the Dulce base and on the 1 dollar has an eye in it. 
 



        
 
NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM means NEW WORLD ORDER, and ANNUIT COEPTIS means 
Our Organization/Conspiracy has been crowned with success. 
Now these grey’s already lived in big underground stations on mars and the moon (The moon 
landing and mars explorations seen on television are fake, the real ones were never broadcasted).  
Around WWII they moved from South America to the west USA and other locations (as seen in 
the picture of earth) after the US government (CIA and the MJ12 group) went into contract with 
them.  They used humans to build these underground stations and the humans were strictly 
forbidden to talk about it, or were given short term amnesia after completion of the task.  No one 
was allowed inside these bases, even the generals, and anyone who did enter these bases was 
given amnesia to cover it up.  Also these grey’s enclose most of the genuine UFO sightings 
around.   
Truman was the first US president to know about the grey’s.  
Now the grey’s offered technology (like fiber optics, computer technology) in exchange for 
silence of their existence and human bodies for genetic experiments. One of the strong methods 
of remaining relatively unknown is to invalidate anyone who says aliens and UFO’s exist, and 
cover it up with the help of the marcab news chains (BBC, NBC, CNN, newspapers etc) and 
prohibit anyone releasing information about them, enforced by the marcab control mechanisms.  
Now their mind control technology is in direct connection with DARPA (Defense Advanced 
Research Project Agency) and underground bases.   
There are also ‘good’ grey’s, located under Antarctica, who are in contact with the galactic patrol 
and they are the ones that tried to talk to President Eisenhower in 1954 about world peace in 
exchange for their atomic weapon destruction. However, Eisenhower was part of MJ12 
(Marcabians), and declined this gesture. 
The marcabians have a different approach even though they also have and share underground 
bases.  They take over bodies of key positions on earth, which is where all suppression comes 
from. Among others they own and control: Banks, military, news chains, energy / oil, religions, 
psychiatry, pharmaceutical companies, technology, and even some sex magazines. (There is a 
complete and exact list of these marcab controlled companies in the appendix).  
Now keep in mind that not all marcabians are SP’s, it’s just most of them are put here as guards 
and they not all agree on the plans that come from above. 
Earth is run by a local council of three Marcabians (currently consisting of Malehedrek, Sarduk, 
and Jordain) through their garrison forces; the council of three being appointed by, and 
answerable to, the Marcabian Grand Council on planet Marcab. 
 
About 50 years ago, a new threat emerged to the marcab plans.  This was scientology.  This 
technology freed beings permanently from their bodies (theta clear) and disclosed the secrets of 
implanting and control mechanism exerted on earth and elsewhere, freeing thetans from these 
entrapments.   



Xenu, body name Herr Jacobsson or Herr J. director of BIS (Bank of International Settlement) in 
Basel, Austria, called for operation ‘Ramrod’ to infiltrate the church in 1980.  Prior attacks on the 
church from the marcabians were less successful. 
Operation ‘Ramrod’ included FBI Bob (Robert) Thomas, James and Anne Mulligan, Micheal 
Meisner, Alen Hubbert, Louis Srybnik, David Miscaviage and P. Broeker. 
On July 1981, the church of scientology got taken over by the marcabians and Mary Sue Hubbard 
(wife of LRH), controller of scientology at that time, holding all the corporate matters, copyrights 
and trademarks at the guardian’s office, got thrown in jail among 8 other high ranking officers 
due to Meade Emory’s doing (IRS employee, see info below) via Wendell Reynolds. Senior C/S 
international David Mayo, and Captain Bill Robertson, left the church among thousands of others 
between 1981-83.  LRH secluded himself from the church, knowing it was taken over, and 
continued his research into handling the suppression (mostly done exteriorized as will be 
mentioned later). MSH had her last personal contact with her husband in 1979, Bill Robertson in 
1981 and David Mayo in 1982.  
At this time you see CST (Church of Spiritual Technology) taking over control of Scientology.  
This organization consists of 4 Marcabians who control and are THE MAIN SOURCE OF 
SUPPRESSION throughout whole Scientology!!   
 
CST date of Incorporation: 28 May 1982, Incorporated by: 

• Lyman Spurlock  

• Meade Emory  

 

• Leon Misterek  

• Sherman Lenske  

 
As you can see in the picture above, the CST owns and controls all copyrights (about 
10.000 of them) and trademarks concerning scientology (not RTC, they own some 
trademarks, but are all dependent on the key marks owned by CST as they own all 
contractual and estate documents in RTC, but CST did license them to use Advanced 
technologies, AT) and CST owns for-profit corporation Author Services, Inc. selling 
fiction works. The other 3 names belonging to CST are non-scientologist tax attorneys 
Mease Emory hand-picked as special directors of CST for life.   
 
CST also organized 4 corporations as an executable body for the CST, these 
organizations are; Author Services, Inc. (ASI), Religious Technology Center (RTC), 
Church of Scientology International (CSI) and Bridge Publications, Inc. (BPI). 
 
In the image below you can see the structure. 



 

 
 
CST is also the primary beneficiary of “Author’s Family Trust-B”, meaning the estate of 
LRH and his family, and that was the reason they got possession of those trademarks and 
copyrights. 
 
To clear up some confusion, the HASI (Hubbard Association of Scientologists, 
International) used to own all the copyrights and trademarks, protected by the GO 
(guardian office, by Mary Sue Hubbard), but with the help of Norton S. Karno and 
Lenske, Meade Emory transferred those copyrights and trademarks back into L. Ron. 
Hubbard estate property and allowed HASI Inc. to be revoked. Also the copyrights and 
trademarks owned by the CSC (Church of Scientology California) were transferred to 



LRH estate property.  Because CST is primary beneficiary of the LRH estate, those 
copyrights and trademarks became part of CST. 
 
The Freedom magazine is one of CST’s mouthpieces.  Now CST claims to be a church as 
needed for legal reasons but when looking up their address one finds only a postoffice. 
 

419 N. Larchmont #162 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

 
More info here: 
http://www.sc-i-r-s-ology.pair.com/founder.html 
 
http://www.freezone.de/english/timetrack/data/cofs-profile/cost.htm 
http://www.zeta.org.au/~hendersn/cst.html 
http://www.wwwaif.net/loose-ends/cst/1992.html 
http://www.skeptictank.org/clp9.htm 
 
After this the technology altered slowly, starting with “BASED on the works of LRH” and 
deleting books and texts (like ‘Dianetics today’ changed vital text from history of man / ethics 
book and others, OT lectures, HCOB’s etc.)  Also around this time you see the prices of auditing 
and training rise.   
LRH wrote specific policies on how much an intensive should cost, namely per 25 hours (1 
intensive at that time) an upper lower class income per month (net amount), which is around €45,- 
per hour.   
In the sea org they stopped the 2nd dynamic (no children allowed) and you will find it going into 
the general direction of more money, more time and more restrictions / suppression.   
 
This was not enough, because the tech works, so they altered OT 7, making it a rat race, meaning 
you keep on auditing for a long time before reaching the OT7 EP, if ever. Or even worse, in 
auditing OT7, you’ll sometimes find marcabians interfere in auditing by pretending they are part 
of the item being audited to mess up the case. The church OT7’s are completely uneducated about 
this. 
Also other ways were invented to block people from reaching the OT levels like giving study 
orders that takes years to complete. Having OT 9 and above blocked due to unreachable goals 
like demanding all orgs Saint Hill Size before it´s release (Part of this is because they only have 
LRH handwritten notes about these levels, which are incomplete).   
The Golden Age of Tech (GAT) further altered the tech (like minimal TA per hour, creating 
deficient auditing) and prolonged study time.   
To keep people from reaching the OT levels outside the church, they created the impression that 
Scientology is gigantic and expanding every year (as seen in events with falsified stats!) and 
block any ‘squirreling’ outside.  They try to keep track of every Scientologist in the field giving 
auditing and restrict upper level auditing (Class IX and higher) to those in the sea org.   
The SMI, WISE, I HELP and other organizations were created to further increase the control over 
the technology in the field.   
The IAS further increased the money problem amongst Scientologists.  Giving partial information 
on events as to where most of the money goes to, like covering up the law suits against the church 
they have to pay for that amounts to millions of dollars!  (don’t think the CST is paying for that) 
To give you an idea on the lies being spread on the IAS events read this event given by David 
Miscavige, 8 October 19:   http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~dst/Cowen/essays/speech.html    
 



Right now RTC, under command by the CST, has an underground facility in northern California.  
There they document further alterations of the tech for the next generation Scientologists. They 
also build a perception enhancer machine used for the super power RD with a hidden mind 
control device.  The sec checks became security points, where they used the information to find 
out if the person can become a security risk.  If so, RTC will order (sometimes via the senior C/S) 
an auditing program that is reverse auditing!!! Look around you and you probably know someone 
that this happened to (getting worse due to auditing). 
 
Thankfully there is also a good side to the coin. 
 
LRH did not just stop there and do nothing.  After 1981 he disconnected from the church, and 
instructed some senior officers to start up a network that is resilient to the marcab suppression.  
While this was being done, he went of to handle the top of the suppression on this planet. 
 
One of the persons contacted by Ron was Captain Bill Robertson, he was the highest ranking SO 
Officer when LRH and MSH dropped out. (see his debrief  
http://www.freezone.org/cbr/e_cbr_db.htm on that). He called it Operation Phoenix, and its 
purpose was to exteriorize the Theta from the church and to bring it into a new organization. He 
called it Operation Phoenix because Phoenix was the place where LRH went in 1952 to start 
Scientology after he broke up with the Dianetics Foundation. He did the same by taking the Theta 
and putting it into a new organization.  
In the beginning CBR and David Mayo worked together. The idea was that David takes the tech 
hat and Bill the admin hat. In 1985/86 they broke up and Bill started the RON’S Orgs in Europe. 
David Mayo also started up an organization, Advanced Ability Center, but it fell apart due to 
alterations of the tech.   
Bill got back into Tech and became Senior C/S for the RON'S Orgs. His Tech and Admin 
Briefings are recommended reading if one wants to get deeper into the subject.  
http://www.freezone.org/e_tech.htm  
LRH together with Bill finished the bridge (LRH handling the suppression while Bill was taking 
care of the upper bridge) and started delivering the tech at the RON’S Org.  The bridge ends at 
OT 48 and is open to everyone without financial barriers! 
 

 
RON’S Org symbol 

 
RON’S Org stands for Ron's Organization and Network for Standard Tech.  It is a network of 
terminals that delivers the bridge such that only a terminal can be attacked by marcabians, not its 
structure.  To be sure the terminal itself is protected, prerequisites have been set like being at least 
a trained Class IV auditor and C/S, then trained on Excalibur (OT8) and started soloing the level 
oneself, interning on Excalibur, plus training and interning on the three specific C/S courses.  
Many RON’S Orgs are hidden from site, but those in the open can be found on the web. 



 
The marcabians were not just watching this being done and started to black PR Bill and the 
RON’S Org, trying to do the same as they did in the church (even trying to take it over, however, 
it is a network specifically protected against this).  But the top suppression in the Marcabian 
hierarchy started to become exposed by Elron Elray (LRH) in this galaxy and that started to shift 
the whole game. Elron Elray (LRH) came back into contact with the Galactic Confederacy and 
explained the game played on earth.  He informed the grand council of the SP’s on the planet.  
The grand council met again on the planet Pearl together with Elron Elray (who is now part of the 
council) and uniformly agreed on the suppression and created the non-interference and the free-
zone decree (as seen below, written by LRH).  These decrees or laws are in effect now. They 
arrested Xenu (at that time body name Strasburg) on the 25th of Nov. 1985 and gave suppressive 

labels to Bob Thomas, Alan Hubbert and others found in the 
SOB’s (Sector operation bulletins).  

 
 
 

NON INTERFERENCE DECREE 
 
 
 

 

 290482-01 1200 GMT 29 April 82 

 

The stars in this sector are under a Non-Interference Decree from Galactic Central – Grand 
Council. The stipulations of the decree are: 

1.         No interference is permitted in the zone known as Sector Nine until further 
notice.  

2.         This decree is to be enforced by the Galactic Patrol.  

3.         There shall be no use of atomic, chemical, or biological weapons in the zone  

4.         Travel to and from the zone is regulated and shall be subject to verification of 
intent and escort by the Patrol.  

5.         The technical and ethical experiment in progress by Sector Commander Elron 
Elray is not to be interfered with in any way whatsoever as it is extremely vital to 
the future of the Galaxy and its inhabitants.  

6.         The-Ethics Order by Commander Elray on the being Xenu, currently Joseph 
Strasburg, alias „Herr J.“ or „Mister J.“ of Germany/Switzerland banking circles, 
declaring him Suppressive, is to be enforced.  

7.         It is to be understood that this is a controlled and protected Sector until further 
notice.  

8.         Communications to and from Sector 9 shall be routed through Galactic Central-
Ambassadorial Section – and final authority in cases of dispute shall be held by 
the Grand Council.  

Mship relay by order of Sector Commander Elron Elray 

 



 

 

THE FREE ZONE DECREE 

 

 

 The FREE ZONE DECREE was received on Earth on the 10th 
of November 1982 at 1030 GMT. It states, (as relayed from Mainship, Sector 9):  

Official Decree – Galactic Grand Council 

1. The planet known as Teegeeack – local dialect “Earth” or Terra – Sun 12, Sector 9, is 
hereby declared a Free Zone.  

2. No political interference in its affairs from any other part of the Sector or Galaxy will be 
tolerated.  

3. No economic interference in its affairs will be tolerated from any non-planetary agency or 
power.  

4. All of its inhabitants are hereby declared Free Zone Citizens and free of external political 
or economic interference.  

5. The regulating agency of this decree is the Galactic Patrol Sector 9, Sector Commander 
Elron Elray and his designated representatives.  

6. The planet is henceforth under the Sole Auspices of the Galactic Patrol, Sector 9, for 
coordination with Galactic and Sector Affairs and for compliance with this decree.  

7. The Technical and Ethical experiments in progress on Teegeeack are not affected by this 
decree and are to continue under the auspices of the Galactic Patrol, Sector 9.  

8. This Decree is issued by unanimous vote of the Grand Council.  

 
 
After this, the grey’s split up the connection with the marcabians.  Both still wanting to control 
Earth, but not working together so much anymore.  You also see some marcabians actually 
shifting towards ethical solutions on the future of Earth. 
In 1986 LRH body was hidden in a secret house somewhere in the states with a CMO as com line 
to the church.  This connection ended up in LRH’s body being killed with vastaril that someone 
gave to him, giving him a heart attack where his body died from a week later on Jan. 1986.  
(Keep in mind that as a thetan he was not on earth and not around his body at that time). His body 
was quickly cremated so that no autopsy was possible.  Just prior to his body death, after the heart 
attack, David Miscaviage falsified LRH signatures giving CST and RTC complete control of 
what they thought was the complete technology (because LRH could not write nor speak in that 
condition as per the doctor who found the vastaril in his body). 
Then internet came along with all the OT materials of the church published and with all pieces of 
the puzzle of the suppression exposed.  The CST answer to this was to say it is all natter or 
confidential (and could key you in if read). Staff and public were not allowed to read it, enforced 
by sec checks. The marcabians even went so far as to block internet access to these pages by a 
secret computer program that came along with software bundles given by the church to public 
and staff.  The file name is: stcpcfgx.exe (net nanny program). 



OSA also tried to create confusion on the internet in 1998 by black PRing Bill, the ‘freezone’ and 
the RON’S Org (http://www.freezonetruth.com/index.html, http://freezone-da.com/).  This site is 
made by Hans Kellerer. The site basically contains natter and discredited information about Bill 
and the freezone.  Here you can find fact from natter:  
http://www.freezone.de/english/news/fz-da-com.htm  
Also many other new organizations came into existence, separate from the church.  Some are 
good, some are not. (In the appendix you will find an organized list of all these organizations and 
websites, with their background and who created it.) 
 
Just to clear up any confusion, there are 2 definitions of the Free Zone: 
 
Free Zone : Based upon the Free Zone Decree, it is an area where evil organizations and 
implanters are NOT welcome to interfere in the affairs of those within that area. The Free Zone is 
an area free of evil influences where spiritual growth may continue, unencumbered by counter 
intention.  
 
'FreeZone' : This is a 'loosely' organized group of individuals who practice Scientology in 
various altered forms as well as practicing totally off-beat practices. In its demonstration of 
alteration, the spelling of this term is sometimes used as "Free Zone" in an attempt at creating 
confusion in order to further the various agendas involved. Those that fall within this definition 
sometimes refer to themselves as 'FreeZoners' or "Independents". 
 
The PT situation looks promising.  The RON’S Org is producing OT48th now, as per LRH and 
CBR. There are OT’s now that monitor telepathy lines and check among each other the plans of 
the marcabians and the grey’s, so that their counter intentions can be manipulated.  (You will find 
a lecture given by CBR on telepathy and how you can rehabilitate / practice telepathy yourself.  
This will help you find the truth other than just reading). Elron Elray together with some of the 
galactic patrol right now is monitoring travel and communication (telepathically or other) to and 
from Earth (probably also giving auditing to it’s crew, but not sure) near the Big Dipper.  Some 
OT’s (outside the church) are still in contact with him through telepathy to get updates on the 
situation.  Latest news on the front: 
 
The grey’s try to use mind control on people via satellite, but you can block this if you 
recognize it (hearing voices, not yours, or feeling suddenly keyed in without real cause) hold 
your TR 0 in and locate the source and reflect it.  They will very quickly stop as it damages 
their machine. 
The marcabians still work on a one world bank and economy and want to make “first contact” in 
2015 in Europe with their home planets once these goals are met. 
There is lots of attention on Earth right now, because of this interesting game being played.  
You’ll find a group of thetans just beyond Mars who are watching this just out of curiosity 
(arrived on 1986) 

The future of Teegeeack is best described by LRH himself in SOB 22, written telepathically just  

after his body death.  (Telec meaning telepathy relay and Excalibur means OT8) 

 

 



Plans for Teegeeack 

11 MAY 86 ,  1400 GMT ,  11 MAY AD 36 
FREE ZONE ONLY ,    TELEC –  
 
This is going to be the most important planet in the Universe. 
It will be the EXIT POINT, the training center for Auditors for the rest of the physical universe. 
It will be a center of culture – of art, music, and knowledge. 

Sector 9 will be a buzzing beehive of industry and activity again. The „game of games“ will bring 
prosperity and a new future to this area. 

I wish to thank all my friends in the Free-Zone and especially Capt. Bill, who carried on, in spite 
of great odds, on my behalf. 

The tech is all in his hands and is ready for you now. I wish you all success with it. 

When enough are ready for OT 17 and OT 18, I will return. 

Until then, I’ll keep the show on the road here, in this galaxy and others, to direct the attention 
and interest of all thetans toward what you – my friends – are doing there on dear old Teegeeack. 

It was my home and it shall be again. Keep it beautiful and give it a New Civilization we can all 
be proud of. 

By the way, you all can still communicate with me – haven’t you ever heard of telepathy? (Joke). 

Seriously though, I don’t think you will ever be fooled again after you do the „Excalibur“ level. 
That is the final barrier to your self-determinism, although some may want or need the OT Life 
Repair Capt. Bill worked out to fully appreciate your gains. 

We all have a lot of work to do to prepare the way, so I bid you „Adieu“, „Hasta Luego“, „Auf 
Wiedersehen“, and „Goodbye“… for now. 

The future is ours, is theta’s, is static’s – forever. 

Love, 
Ron,  Elron Elray 

 

Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction, but this is the way it is and I cannot make it anymore 
real that that.  Go out and look, talk and research this yourself, do not just accept or ignore it as it 
covers many areas in life.  
 
A good place to start the research is : http://www.freezone.org/cbr/e_cbr_db.htm 
Here you can find the whole history to what happened in the top of the church. 
 
What to do after this?  Well, the ethics formula’s in the Scientology Ethics Handbook (like the 
doubt formula) is a good place to start…. 
 
Good luck.      
 

Freedom awaits… 



LINKS   
( bold indicates worthwhile reading material ) 

 
http://www.freezone.de     http://www.freezone.org    http://www.ronsorg.de  
http://www.ronsorg.com  http://www.ronsorg.org e-mail: kontakt@rons -org.de 
 
Free Zone organizations.  These organizations have the real tech and deliver the whole bridge to OT 48 as 
given per LRH and CBR.  
 
 
http://www.pastpresentfuture.info/ (showing the US government long involvement of alien technology)    
http://www.disclosureproject.org/ (Most likely a Marcab internet site supporting first contact)    
http://www.bis.org (Xenu hideout in a world bank) 
http://www.hostileinvader.com/  (showing alien connections to the world)  
http://www.darpa.mil (The government / grey’s connection to implanting thetans) 
http://www.ufos-aliens.co.uk (another alien / earth link) 
http://www.majesticdocuments.com (The MJ12 files)  
http://www.government-ufo-conspiracy.com/ (more info about the underground bases) 
http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/index.htm (Illuminati, and their background)  
http://www.hiddenmysteries.com/menus/titlcom.html (Many books on the ET) 
http://karljahn.tripod.com/Maldek.htm (about the planet Maldek) 
http://www.keelynet.com/ (free-energy existence) http://www.1cure4cancer.com/  (cancer suppression) 
http://www.fourwinds10.com/ (another independent group attacking the suppression of the Illuminati) 
http://www.ufocasebook.com/videos2.html   
http://www.seekufos.com/ufopics.htm  
http://www.subversiveelement.com/Dulce_Index.html  
http://_allaboutlife.homestead.com/Index.html  
http://www.planetarymysteries.com/     
http://www.theuniversalseduction.com/   
Some stand alone pages of interest, being independent from scientology showing the cover-up of the grey’s 
and Marcabians around.  
 
 
http://www.hasi.ws http://www.scientologyintegrity.org http://www.ronstech.org 
http://www.ronsorgusa.org 
 
Made by Mike and Virginia McClaughry, all sites being the HASI.  They started out in 1998.  Seem to have 
good purposes, however stay out of contact.  They are against the church and RON’S Org, however they do 
include both as part of their bridge??  Say they are in contact with Ron and that he is the C/S of upper level 
auditing after OT 16 even though they do not have the materials.  They accuse the RON’S Org about black  
PRing the HASI, but with further study reveals the opposite.  Overall, just a confusing group, but do have 
some worthwhile reading materials.   
 
 
http://www.fza.org http://truth.fza.org 
 
Made by Paul Misiunas.  Supporters of the HASI group, however HASI does not support them.  The site  
has all the tech published up to OT 16, copied from other sources.  They think the RON’S Org and all other 
organizations are taken over by SP’s, however this is copied from the HASI.  It is a type of library 
documenting all they have on the tech.  If you want to look for information about LRH tech, here you will 
find it.  It has checked out to be right info, as long as you read objectively to their copied opinions from the 
HASI. 
 
 
 



http://www.freezoneamerica.org 
 
Made by Mike Hunsaker.  Used to be (or is still) connected with http://truth.fza.org.  Got angry with them 
and disconnected and made his own sites.  Same as the HASI / FZA, working toward a bridge they do not 
have and criticizing the others.   Connections: Thompson / Hilton 
 
http://fzint.org/            http://fzaoint.org/             http://fzusa.com/ 
 
Made by Ralph Hilton.  Not part of RON’S Org (This is verified). Followed his own tech ideas, then 
revoked 2 years ago (2000) from the RON’S Org and said he will do only standard tech which is not true. 
He is not supported by RO (RON’S Org).  Connections with Luebeck, Walter and Thompson. 
  
 
http://knowledgism.com  http://www.advancedcoachingandleadership.com/index.html  
 
Made by Alen C. Walter.  His tech is dangerous (seems to teach people how to do Black NOTs, reversed 
auditing).  His organization grew quite big.  Connections with Hilton. 
 
 
http://www.sgmt.at 
 
Made by Heidrun Beer.  Workgroup for fundamental spiritual research and mental training.  Quite a 
dangerous practice and should be avoided. Connection with Walter. 
 

 
http://ICAUSE.net     http://freetheta.com/ http://auditing-standard.com/       http://otaoww.org/ 
http://home.pacbell.net/fzaola/ http://www.operatingthetan.net/ http://geocities.com/newlife2020/ 
 
Made by Tommy Thompson.  He is somebody who is claiming to do standard tech, and he travels around 
in different countries, giving one-two week seminars where he teaches auditors and gives some pc and pre-
OT auditing. Has some supporters international, but it is administratively not a very solid network. Has 
nearly no com. lines and contact to RO. Connection with Hilton.  Sells an interesting book called the Pilot’s 
super scio book by Ken Ogger, very interesting reading material 
 
 
http://www.freezonetruth.com/index.html   http://freezone-da.com/  
 
Made by Hans Kellerer, OSA (Office of special affairs), Church of Scientology.  These are the black PR 
sites against Capt. Bill Robertson and the Free Zone organizations.  Background information and truth 
about these black PR sites can be found at: http://www.freezone.de/english/news/fz-da-com.htm  
 
 
http://www.aetherius.org/  
 
A religion founded in 1955 by Yoga master Dr. George King.  Has metaphysical teachings and are in direct 
contact with the grey’s and marcabians. 
 
 
 
Organizations having part of the tech / squirreling with the tech 
 
http://www.paarenterprises.com/  http://www.starsedge.com/   http://avatarepc.com/ 
http://origin.org/ucs/home.cfm http://www.oneworldflag.org/ http://www.worldtrans.org/ 
http://www.v-j-enterprises.com/ http://www.selfgrowth.com/linkclub101.html 
http://www.omplace.com/  http://www.enlightenment.com/ http://idenics.com/  



http://www.aescir.net/   http://www.lightlink.com/dynamism/      
 
  
Main Link sites to scientology       http://www.altreligionscientology.org/    
    http://www.freescientology.org/ 
 
 
 
Main link site to religions  http://it.umary.edu/library/research/www_subjects/religions_new.html   
 
 
 
Leader of the anti-scientology church movement:  www.xenu.net  (have about 300 ramifications on the net) 
 
http://www.scientology-lies.com/  http://www.truthaboutscientology.com/ 
http://opposing.scientology.org/ http://whyaretheydead.net/ 
http://www.operatingthetan.com/  http://scientologywatch.org/  http://www.holysmoke.org/    
 
It all comes down to ridiculing the OT 3 materials, showing all confidential materials and trying to get you 
to quit Scientology period.  There seems to be no natter on the RON’S Org and very little about the 
freezone.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Questions 
 
-  Does your bridge also include L10 / 11 / 12 and those super power RD?  
 
Yes (but at a price tag between €60,- and €90,- per hour).  Keep in mind though that these rundowns are actually part of the 
standard bridge, so if you just do the bridge, you do them for free. 
 
-  Are you still in contact with Elron Elray (LRH)?  Some of us are. 
 
-  How big is the Free Zone and RON’S Org?   
 
About 2000 in Europe, growing fast. Many RON’S Org networks are underground (hidden) as to be immune to 
suppression. 
 
-  Is the Free Zone trying to take over the church?  Not our primary goal, but when the time comes yes. 
 
-  How dangerous is CST to the Free Zone, and what do you do to prevent the things that happened to the church? 
 
Constant alertness :-) We apply KSW 1 - what else? In case somebody goes off the rails and develops other-intentions, we 
try to handle him, getting in tech and ethics, but as we can't force anybody, it can come to a point where he is excluded 
from RO. 
There were some instances of this during the last 10 years - I think 3 or 4 delivery terminals - but often they leave 
themselves. 
You can't take over a network in the way they did it in the church. 
 
-  Can I use the Quantum e-meter?   
 
Yes, however we have e-meters around €1000,- that will do the same job and has better reads then that the Quantum 
(note: has a button to set your needle to set and can also do it automatically).  We also fix e -meters (at 
a fraction of the price asked in the church and the 2 year checks are not necessary as long as the e-meter works properly 
and the battery functions well) and you do not need 2 meters to do your solo levels. 
 
-  Is the RON’S Org also extended in The Netherlands?  
 
Yes. There you have about 40 people moving towards OT48 and helping others achieving the same, but the network is 
quite new and is growing fast.   
 
-  How long will it take, and how much would it cost for someone beginning in Scientology to do the bridge till say OT16? 
 
2 years full time and around € 8000,- (200 hours grades) prices vary between 0 and 60 euro per hour auditing given 
depending on the auditor.  The price does not vary when buying 12 intensives or just 1 hour.  However, you can also co-
audit, by that you become an auditor and go up to OT 48 without financial barriers and you can help others. 
 
-  If I want to become an auditor, do we first need to do OT 16, and must we charge a person the same or higher as the 
RON’S Org? 
 
No, you can take all the courses over here as required and give auditing without control.  We only require an OT8 to start 
up a RON’S Org, this is to protect the network from infiltration.  We also do not bond you to a specific charge of auditing.  
You can do it for € 5,- if you want. 
 
-  Can I talk to someone who has done OT 16 or further? 
 
Two of our staffs are in that band of the bridge (Beate is on OT 48 now). But what do you expect to see from that? You 
cannot gain any certainty from it, as you can hardly evaluate this person's application of the tech to himself and his 
dynamics. If he doesn't meet your expectations it can mean three things: a) He and his C/S didn't apply properly, b) 
These levels really don't bring any big benefit, c) the bridge is very individual and your gains depend on how your 
dynamics are arranged by yourself and your intentions and purposes. E.g. somebody who has most of his intentions on, 
let's say, environmental problems, might achieve a very big influence in this sphere and can get things done as an OT, but 
you maybe are not interested in this at all and so maybe wouldn't even notice that he is a "big player" at all because you 
would look only at his first dynamic or something like that. On the other hand if your expectations are met you also can 
not be sure if it was the bridge or maybe this person before was already very OT. To get a sound judgment you would 
have to observe a person before and after he did the bridge or some part of it. Of course you can ask him or her about his 
gains etc. and you should do it, I agree. But the best way is to do the levels and see if it makes sense to you. 
 



-  What about the HASI saying the RON’S Org has out tech on ‘Excalibur’ and that you attacked them?  
 
About the Excalibur (OT8) I am not going to this tech with you as a) It is confidential and even if you know some parts of 
it I dare to say it is not the best idea to try and "research" the rest or to make a lot of considerations about it as this is still a 
charged area! And, b) it doesn't make sense to discuss it with you before you have studied the materials which you will 
do after OT 3. But I can tell you that there is no "modern text" and we use the original texts of CBR of course. 
 
About attacking, they attacked us. We made a journey to them in the US with the idea to create a RO base together with 
Mike and Virginia McClaughry. They had before left the CoS and were active in the internet (like they still are). We were 
there for a week, but other than we intended could get only a few hours of course room done and only some auditing and 
C/Sing. It was a small group only. Nevertheless we had a lot of talks, made plans and so on. Only shortly after we left 
there started disagreement, when they attacked a member out of their mail conference heavily who only said that he can't 
say whether CBR's tech is right or wrong before he has come up the bridge and looked for himself. This they saw as a sign 
of him being taken over by counter-intentions and wanted to apply ethics to him. I opposed this and proposed using 
more ARC etc.  it became a heavy quarrel and they went off my lines. (Because they wanted that I confessed to my 
"overts" [of supporting counter-intentions and having worked for the purposes of implanters] and excused myself.) For a 
short time they stayed on the lines of my Snr C/S Erica, but when she refused to give them upper level material which 
was confidential for them, although they stated that LRH told them telepathically to get it, she and her husband were also 
"declared" as being part of the global Nazi Implanter World Enslavers and that was it. Since then they are spreading what 
you read in the internet. 
 
This is a part of their site information found here  http://www.hasi.ws/upperbridge.shtml   
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Bridge is now complete. It exists as follows: 
 
Upper Bridge    -   HASI 
Middle Bridge   -   Rons Org 
Lower Bridge    -   Church 
 
Upper Bridge   =    Theta Clear, Cleared Theta Clear, Free Spiritual Being 
Middle Bridge  =   OT 8 to OT 16 
Lower Bridge   =   Human Being to OT 7 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Now they critisize the church and the RON’S Org, however include it as part of their bridge.  They do not have the tech 
above Excalibur and have some out tech saying you need an OT to make an OT, you need a theta clear to make one etc. 
 
-  There is a rumor around on the internet saying that Capt. Bill Robertson died of throat cancer and is maybe killed by the 
same type of scenario as LRH? 
 
Nothing mysterious. Before his Scn career, he worked for the US as an engineer, building sites for nuclear weapons. From 
this time his body probably suffered from radiation. Also physically he had many years that were tough for the body in 
the SO. The last level he researched was OT 48 that dealt with the organization and handling of the body. During this 
research he already was ill. You can find more about it in his lecture "Exchange and Finance" which was the last he gave 
(talks about his freezing / unfreezing of the body). Obviously his research came to late for him, I don't know whether he 
would have lived longer when he would have had the data in time. It is also known that he had no intention to prolong 
his life by e.g. standard medicine treatment, he had the idea that his job was finished. People who did the bridge until the 
end agree to that view. 
 
- Who is John Caban of sector 11? 
 
John Caban was a friend of CBR and in the first years of the FZ the chairman of OTC WW.  He somewhat disappeared 
from the lines about 10 years ago and stopped to be in com with Ron's Orgs. He was not a technical terminal (C/S or 
auditor). 
 

 

 

- How does the RON’S Org look like? 
 



In Frankfurt we have a small building above a car graveyard in the Frankfurt’s industry area.   This is done to save 
money.  We have auditing rooms, a course room, etc. but probably smaller that what you are used to as it is  a network 
and not an organization.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Underground Marcab / andromedan 
bases Outside US 

http://www.think-aboutit.com/Underground/under_the_ground.htm www.ufo-coverup-conspiracy.com/07.htm 
   

29 Palms, California Los Alamos, New Mexico ANTARCTICA - Admiralty Mountains - Mt. Levick  
 (Mt.) Shasta, California  Luke, Nevada ANTARCTICA - Sör Rondane Mountains. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico (AFB) Mercury, Nevada Area Cape Farvel, Greenland 
Area 51, Nevada Montana State University, Bozeman, Mont. Area Cerro Aconcagua / Argentinean side. TWIN BASES 

Arizona (Mountains) Morongo Valley, California Area Lago Futalauquen, Argentina 
Benicia, California Mount Poney - Near Culpepper, Virginia Area of Cafayate town. River Calchaqui or Pasaje - SALTA 

Blue Diamond, Nevada Mount Rainer, California Area Río Pico. North of Arroyo Apeleg. 
Brooks Range, Alaska Mount St. Helens, Washington Area Sierra de Calalasta, North Catamarca. 

Calvert, Texas Mount Weather Bentwaters, England 
Carlsbad, New Mexico Mount. Lassen, California  Brooks Range - Area Schwatka Mountains 

Catalina Island Napa, California Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Cheyenne Mountain -Norad -Colorado Needles, California Corcovado, Argentina 

Chocolate Mountains, California New York, New York Egveknot, Russia  
Colorado Springs, Colorado Norton AFB, California Finmark, NORWAY 

Corona, New Mexico Page, Arizona Iran 
Creed, Colorado Palmdale, California Iraq 

Datil, New Mexico Quartzite Mountain, Nevada Island of Novoja Zemla 
Dayton, Ohio Raven Rock, Pa Jokulsaarglifur National Park, ICELAND 

Death Valley,California  Redding Ranch, (in Colorado - Black ops) Jujuy Province. Laguna de Guayatayoc 
Deep Springs, California  Riverton, Wyoming Meriwith Hill, England 

Delta, Colorado Roswell, New Mexico Mount Greenough, CANADA 
Denver International Airport Salt Lake City Mormon Caverns Norbottens Län, SWEDEN 

Denver, Colorado San Gabriel  west of Mojave Desert Norbottens Län, SWEDEN 
Diego Garcia Island In the Indian Ocean San Juan Valley, Colorado (a Buffalo Ranch) Nordland, on the border to Sweden 

Dreamland (area 51), Nevada  Sandia Base North of the Maipo Volcano.  
Dugway, Utah Secret Mountain, Arizona NORTH POLE 

Dulce Base, New Mexico Sedona, Arizona Northern part of the Province - Area Villa de Maria  
Edwards AFB, California  Sunspot, New Mexico Pine Gap at Alice Springs, Australia 

Falcon AFS, Falcon, Colorado Taos, New Mexico Ramenki, Russia  
Fort Collins, Colorado Tehachapi Facility (Anthill), California Richardson Mountains - Area Mount Hare 

Fort Hood, Texas Telluride, Colorado Rudloe Manor Wiltshire, Bath, Southern England 
Fort Huachuchi, Arizona  Tonopah, Nevada  SAN JUAN -  Area Cerro las Tórtolas  

Fort Irwin, California Ukiah, California Siberia - Area Chatanga / where rivers Kotuja and Cheta mee 
Fort Stockton, Texas University of Denver, Co Suffolk, England 

Gore Range Near Lake, west of Denver View Tree Mountain Facility, New Mexico Taurus Mt. 
Grand Mesa, Colorado Vortex Near Boulder, Co. in the mountains Tundra - Peninsula of Kola, SOVIET UNION 
Groom Lake, Nevada Warden Valley West of Fort Collins, Co Yamantan Mountain, Russia Belorelsk area, Southern Urals 
Helendale, California Washington D.C.  MARS 
Hutchinson, Kansas White Sands, N.M. MOON : 
Kansas City,Kansas White Sulphur Springs, W.Va.  1. 55 54' N, 51 00' E ...East of the Sea of Cold. 
Kinsley, Nebraska Wiciup, Arizona 2. 16 33' N, 48 51' E ...West of the Sea of Crises. 

Kokoweef Peak, SW California  Wimer, Oregon 3. 31 53' S, 73 09' E ...Southwest of the Sea of Fertilio. 
Lancaster, California  Wright-Patterson Base 4. 72 26' S, 67 30' W ...Near the South Pole on the SW side. 

Lawrence-Livermore Int. Labs, 
California Yakima Indian Reservation 5. 50 53' S, 57 49' W ...Near Phocylides Crater 

Llano, California Yucca (Mtns.), Arizona  6. 09 26' S, 66 52' W ...Southwest of the Ocean of Storms 
  7. 01 23' S, 12 27' W ...Northeast of the Apollo 14 landing site. 

  
1. 36 00' S, 147 00' E ...Jules Verne Crater.  New York State 

size ! 
  2. 13 36' S, 108 26' E ...Southwest of Pasture Crater. 
  3. 51 03' N, 095 00' E ...Southwest of Compton crater. 



 
 
 
 
 

ABC  
Abrahamin (Biblical Group) ITT 
Academy of Political Science Knights Templar of Jerusalem 
Alpha Delta Phi Labor Party 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences Legion d'Honneur 
American Bankers Assn. Liberal Party 
American Economic Assn. London School of Economics 
American Enterprise Institute London Times 
American Medical Association Los Angeles Times 
American Philosophical Society Madaer (Revelations Group) 
American Statistical Assn. Major Aerospace Companies 
Anthroposophists Masons 
Appeal of Conscience Foundation Mensa (genius group) 
Aquarians (Aquarian Conspiracy) MI-5 
Associated Press MI-6 
Ban the Bomb Groups Middle Earth Society 
Bank of England National Council of Churches 
Bank of International Settlements National Enquirer 
BBC NBC 
Better Business Bureau New Bhuddism of Shous 
Bilderbergers New Economist Magazine 
Business Council New York Times 
Business Round Table Odd Fellows 
Carnegie Endowment for Int. Peace Omni Magazine 
CBS Order of Sufi 
Central Banks of EEC Countries Over 150 Banks in 3rd world countries 
Central Intelligence Agency Paris Club 
Chase Manhattan Bank Penthouse Magazine 
Church of God (of California) Permanent Court of Arbitration 
Church of Scientology of California Phi Beta Kappa 
Ciba Geigy Phi Kappa Psi 
Club of Rome Pilgrims 
Committee to Fight Inflation Playboy Magazine 
Communist Party Prieure de Sion 
Council for Arms Control Prognos AG 
Council for New York University Schools of Business Red Brigades 
Council for Science and Society Religious Technology Center 
Council of Europe Republican Party 
Council of European Industrial Federations Research Group of Public Information 
Council of Foreign Relations Reuters 
Council on Christian Approaches to Defense / disarm Rho Delta Epsilon 
Council on Foundations Rockefeller Foundation 
Data Resources Institute Rosicrucians 
Delta Sigma Rho Rotarians 
DARPA Royal Economic Society 
Der Spiegel Magazine Royal Families of Holland, Spain, England, Sweden 
Der Stern Magazine  Sandoz Laboratories (LSD producers) 
European Investment Bank Scottish Rites (Masonic) 
European Monetary Co-operation Fund Scandinavian Club 
European Parliament School of Int. Relations at Columbia University 
Eximbank Sekkulum (Student Organization) 
Federal Bureau of Investigation Seven Sisters (Seven Major World Oil Companies) 
Federal Reserve Board & Banks Shriners 
Flying Tiger Freight Airlines (Atlas) Social Democrat Party 
Food & Agriculture Organization Socialist Party 
Four Freedoms Foundation Stockholm Economic Club 
Fulbright Research Foundation Swiss Bank Corporation 
Golden Centurians Symbolists 
Golden Dawn Temple Order of Bahomet 
Great White Brotherhood Theosophists 
Harvard University Transcendental Meditation (TM) 
Humanists Trogdolytes (Satanic Cult) 
IBM Unification Church (Moonies) 
Illuminae United Nations 
Illuminati United Press 
Int. Bank for Reconstruction and Development US - USSR Trade and Economic Council 



International Energy Agency Washington Post 
International Finance Corporation of the U.N. Witches Guild 
Int. Institute for Management and Administration Woodrow Wilson School 
International Monetary fund World Assn. of World federalists 
International Monetary Fund World Bank 
Interpol World Council of Churches 
Isis Lodge World Federation of Mental Health 
Isthar (Mystic Group) World Health Organization 

 


